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I. INTRODUCTION

The widespread adoption of mobile devices with powerful
sensing, computing, and communication capabilities creates an
unprecedented opportunity towards harvesting and harnessing
tremendously large volumes of sensed information so as to
select and inform the most appropriate context aware services
to support human users. We envision a point in the near future
where such devices will opportunistically connect with each
other to form dense infrastructures, with available resources
exploited to offer spatially situated services that adapt to their
context of use, and with the ability to enhance service delivery
with myriad sensing modalities offered by the surrounding
physical and virtual world.

Prototypical examples of such technology are gaining atten-
tion outside the laboratory: public displays in a shopping mall
intelligently detecting the presence of people and personalis-
ing and adapting their content accordingly, vehicular control
systems directing vehicles to avoid traffic, and social network
based applications utilising information about the location and
activities of friends to recommend activities.

Due to the complexity of such systems, simulators play a
key role in understanding and validating emergent behaviours
produced by the interactions between entities. Tools, such
as, Netlogo and Repast provide a strong contribution and
are widely used in the self-organising field. However, these
simulators are limited when it comes to the engineering of
self-organising systems: they do not directly provide support
for implementing realistic scenarios through the import of real
GPS traces, realistic networking, or maps. Additionally there
is a significant gap between the code used in these simulators
and the final code to be deployed and run on real system
devices.

In order to mitigate this gap between simulation and real
implementation, this paper presents The ONE-SAPERE sim-
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ulator, the first simulator combining an opportunistic network
environment simulator with a middleware for pervasive sys-
tems, which has already been released for Android devices
and PCs. Each simulated node runs an instance of the actual
middleware, supporting the prototyping, development, and
validation of concepts using the self-same code that will later
be deployed to devices in the wild. We give an overview
about the capabilities of the simulator, providing references
to publications containing further details describing aspects of
our approach.

II. SAPERE: MIDDLEWARE FOR SELF-ORGANISING
PERVASIVE ECOSYSTEMS

SAPERE [1] proposes an innovative bio-chemically inspired
framework in which the pervasive environment is architected
as a spatial substrate where chemically inspired laws of nature,
called eco-laws, regulate the overall system behaviour, ground-
ing the framework on distributed, locally-scoped interactions
to bring self-* properties to the system as a whole. Compo-
nents of the pervasive service ecosystem interact and combine
with each other according to their spatial relationships and the
influence of the eco-laws acting upon them.

The SAPERE vision of a pervasive ecosystem is imple-
mented as a lightweight middleware realised in Java SE and
Android, embedding all the functionality of the SAPERE
model. It consists of three main concepts: (1) Live Semantic
Annotations, which are descriptive tuples that provide the
singular means to represent information about entities in the
pervasive ecosystem, (2) LSA Spaces, which run on each
device in the ecosystem and serve as a container for hosting
LSAs, and (3) eco-laws, which act in several ways to: create or
destroy chemical-like bonds between LSAs, distribute LSAs
across the network, fuse the content of LSAs together, or
remove LSAs entirely. These primitives for basic interactions
are key to developing self-organising behaviours and realising
spontaneous interactions between devices. For more detail on
SAPERE we refer the reader to [2].



Fig. 1: The simulator and tablets, both running SAPERE code.

III. THE ONE-SAPERE SIMULATOR

The ONE-SAPERE simulator integrates the SAPERE mid-
dleware with The Opportunistic Network Environment (The
One) simulator [3], allowing us to prototype and validate
applications with realistic scenarios before deploying them.
The basic functionality of the simulation framework offers
4 standard self-organising primitives, realised as eco-laws:
spreading, aggregation, gradient and decay [4]. These primitive
offerings can be extended or composed to offer additional
functionality. Examples include: dynamic gradients that update
periodically depending on the perceived network topology;
chemotaxis, that exploits the virtual multi-path infrastructure
created by the gradient in order to route information; self-
organising data collection, that draws data towards a common
point in the network identified to be the most suitable for
collecting or processing it, and secure channels, that combines
an encryption service with chemotaxis and dynamic gradient
for routing confidential data between devices running the
SAPERE Middleware in a mobile ad-hoc network.
The corresponding video is available on-line 1.

IV. SAMPLE APPLICATIONS

We have developed several applications using The ONE-
SAPERE simulator, a subset of them deployable on tablets.
Crowd Steering2: explores the use of gradient for crowd
steering applications. Results prove that gradients can be used
for steering people in cases such as emergency evacuations.
Self-organising data collection3: to gain awareness through
reasoning over multiple sources information must be drawn
towards a common point in the network, preferably in a self-
organising way. The self-organising data collection library
provides the required methods to implement in-network ag-
gregation on top of high dynamic mobile networks [5].
Distributed Reasoning2: a combination of semantic technol-
ogy, context-awareness and bio-inspired self-organisation tech-
niques provides the groundwork for realising decentralised,
self-organising situation recognition [6]. This library allows
the development of situation recognition functions in a fully
distributed fashion as the data flows from sources to con-
sumers, allowing the resulting in-network consensus result to
be consumed by the application, all while the self-organisation
features of SAPERE support this execution over a fluid and

1http://youtu.be/EGbPq2rejmM
2https://bitbucket.org/JoseLuisFernandez/theone-sapere-crowdsteering
3https://bitbucket.org/aceyogi/saperemiddleware-wp3/wiki/Home

evolving network topology [7].
Confidential Channel4 [8]: combines an encryption service
with chemotaxis and dynamic gradient for routing confidential
data in a mobile ad-hoc network.

V. FUTURE WORK

This paper has introduced The-ONE SAPERE, a simulator
that combines an opportunistic network environment simulator
with a middleware for pervasive systems designed to support
the prototyping, development, and validation of concepts using
the same codebase that will later be deployed to devices in
the wild. To extend the testing ground of this tool, we plan to
extend the simulator to be executable on High Performance
Computers, parallelising most of the code and increasing
the number of nodes that can be simulated. We will also
investigate enhancing the networking layers provided by The
ONE simulator, supporting the realism of more established
network simulators such as OMNET++ or NS3.
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